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The use of hops (Humulus lupulus) as an additive to
beer is a practice that did not evolve until around 1000
AD. Due to its complexity, however, the technique was
not scientifically described before the second half of the
17th century. A remarkable exception, apparently
unknown to most brewing historians, is the detailed
description by the Bohemian scholar, Tadeáš Hájek (c.
1525-1600), a celebrated physician and astronomer at
the imperial court of Rudolf II in Prague. His descrip-
tion covers the whole brewing procedure in such
technological accuracy that it allows direct comparisons
to the corresponding steps in modern brewing. The
present paper introduces Hájek’s life and works and
then focuses on the parts of his treatise that are particu-
larly devoted to the step of adding the hops. The key
paragraphs of the treatise are rendered in their original
Latin, along with a translation.

Introduction: a 16th century controversy on the 

difference between ancient and modern beer

In 1552 the Flemish physician, Rembert Dodoens
(Dodonaeus), one of the preeminent herbalists of the
16th century, published De frugum historia (Enquiry

into cereals). Appended to the main text was a letter by
the author to Jean Vischaven, a physician in Breda, enti-
tled Epistola de Zytho et Cerevisia. In this letter
Dodoens explained to his colleague why he was con-
vinced that Zythus, the beer of the ancients, was by no
means identical to Cerevisia or Bera, the modern kind
of beer (for linguistic details on these designations, see
below). It is not known whether Dodoens ever received
a response from Vischaven, but in 1562 another col-

league, Boudewijn Ronsse (Baudouin van Ronss,
Balduinus Ronsseus), municipal physician in Gouda,
felt obliged to react to Dodoens’s letter. In it Ronsse
vehemently contested Dodoens’s opinion, maintaining
that there was no basic difference between the old and
modern kinds of beer. In a response to Ronsse, Dodoens
reasserted his opinion, as in return did Ronsse in a final
communication. All three letters were published posthu-
mously in Ronsse’s Opuscula medica from 1618.1

Dodoens had two main arguments for his insistence on
the difference between ancient and modern beer. First,
he pointed to the different methods of processing of bar-
ley, the basic component, and second, he highligthed the
use of ingredients unknown in antiquity, such as hops.
For him these two factors resulted in two substantially
different beverages - a conclusion that was refuted per-
sistently by his opponent, Ronsse. This is not the place
to decide which opinion had more plausibility; instead I
want to draw attention to some emblematic topics in the
Dodoens-Ronsse controversy, which recur in nearly all
16th century discussions concerning the making of beer.
Usually these debates started with (i) a reference to the
ancient authorities (mainly Theophrastus, Dioscorides,
Pliny and Galen), followed by (ii) a linguistic consider-
ation on the different designations for beer and (iii) a
debate about the supposed properties of beer in the wake
of the predominant four-humours theory. Subsequently,
there was (iv) a dispute about the medicinal benefits or
drawbacks of beer and finally (v) a discussion on the
great variety of local beer types. Of major importance,
as indicated, was the role of hops in the brewing
process, an additive generally accepted, but controver-
sial as to its scope and effects.
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This typical pattern of questions and arguments by the
physician-herbalists can likewise be found in the works
of less celebrated (and now all but forgotten) authors of
the time such as Placotomus (1551),2 Alexandrinus
(1575),3 Knaust (1575)4 and Scot (1576).5 Common to
all these writings is the absence of any thorough infor-
mation about the beer brewing process itself and the
equipment involved, even though, at least in the case of
Dodoens,6 some knowledge seems to have been present.
In general, much theory, padded with speculations and
subjective assertions, prevailed. What was lacking, were
solid empirical observations. Instead, the reader was
fobbed off with remarks such as those made by Knaust:
‘How the brewing and preparation is made, everybody
knows’, otherwise one could ‘ask the brewers’.7

This was the situation when Hájek’s treatise appeared in
1585. Just like the 16th century writers already men-
tioned he also dealt with the standard set of questions
and arguments, emphasising, for example, (in chapter 2
and 12) the difference between ancient and modern
beer. However, he went beyond them and was the first
to expound in great detail the complex steps and techni-
cal apparatus needed during the production of beer. This
new focus is the main reason to call his treatise unique.

Hájek: person and works

Tadeáš Hájek (old Czech spelling Hágek, Latin
Hagecius) was one of the foremost scholars of the 16th

century, who published prolifically in both Latin and in
his native Czech language. There is no modern biogra-
phy of Hájek, and for information about his life and
publications we are obliged to depend on a variety of
Czech sources which contain inaccuracies, blank
assertions and persistent legends. The most reliable and
well-documented accounts are by Smolík,8 Vetter9 and
Drábek10 and an overview of Hájek’s writings is avail-
able from Urbánková and Horský.11 There are also a
few summaries in English and German.12

Hájek’s date of birth is usually given as 1 December
1525. This is based on an article in a Czech encyclopae-
dia published over 100 years ago and has since become
taken at face value.13 However, this date is open to
question because there are no contemporary documents
to confirm it. What is certain is that he died on 1
September 1600, in Prague.

Hájek came from an old Prague family and studied at
universities in Prague and Vienna. In 1552 he travelled
to Italy and is said to have visited the renowned univer-
sities of Bologna and Milan. Whether he studied there,
as is often claimed, remains uncertain because in the
following year, 1553, he became professor of mathe-
matics at the University of Prague. In 1558 he left the
university, possibly due to the order of celibacy that was
mandatory for professors. He published astrological cal-
endars, observed and described comets and also devot-
ed himself to geodetic studies. From 1566 to 1576
Hájek served in Vienna and various other places as the
personal physician to Emperor Maximilian II before
returning to Prague as court physician and scientific and
political advisor to Rudolf II, Maximilian’s son and
successor as emperor. During this period, Hájek gained
an international reputation as an astronomer, especially
due to his studies of a supernova in the Cassiopeia
constellation during 1572.14 As a consequence of his
astronomical studies he came to know the famous
Danish scholar, Tycho Brahe, and in 1599 convinced the
emperor to invite the Dane to Prague. The same hap-
pened a year later with respect to Johannes Kepler.

Figure 1: Tadeáš Hájek, aged 35. Portrait from Hájek, T.

(1562) Herbarz: ginak Bylinár. Prague.



As Hájek was active in several scientific fields it is
difficult to describe him by a single term. Because of his
strong interest in occult subjects, he is often associated
with alchemists who served Rudolf II at Prague
Castle.15 He was not concerned, however, with the
transformation of base metals into gold and silver, the
primary goal of the alchemists,16 but supported the
ancient doctrine of the four elementary states and can
thus be connected to medical chemistry or iatro-
chemistry, that, in the 16th century, attempted to explain
medical symptoms in terms of chemistry.17 This interest
in chemical processes is also evident in Hájek’s beer
book, especially in the chapter on fermentation.

Like many scholars of his time, Hájek was an avowed
follower of Paracelsus and his doctrine of a causal rela-
tionship between the stars and people, plants, animals
and minerals. His book on metoposcopy18 was famous
and much respected in his day. Being a mixture of phys-
iognomy and chiromancy,19 it proposed that you could
tell someone’s fortune by correlating the markings on
the forehead to the classical planets. Hardly less
esteemed were Hájek’s studies of the influence of the
stars on human diseases, an obsession of the so-called
iatromathematics or iatromechanics.20

In botany, the stars likewise played a major role for
Hájek, as he made clear in the preface of a herbal, enti-
tled Herbarz, that he published in 1562:

It would not be bad if everyone knew the influence that

a herb has in itself through the power of astral radiation 

and if it were plucked and dug out according to that effect.

For every plant, exactly as every human, is subject to a 

certain sign and star, from which the plant obtains its

power.21

This herbal was a Czech translation of Matthiolus’s
Commentarii in libros sex Pedacii Dioscoridis

Anazarbei de materia medica (1554), supplemented
with descriptions based on the local Czech flora, thus
making a great contribution to the development of a
botanical terminology in the Czech language.22

Although there are good reasons for calling Hájek an
astrologically-oriented Paracelsian, it is important to
note that he insisted one should not follow any
authority blindly; one should always use one’s own
reasoning.23 He was an independent thinker and keen

empirical observer, which becomes evident to the read-
er of his works, among which is his treatise on beer.

The treatise on beer

In the 16th century, botany was mainly considered an
applied science; descriptions and illustrations of plants
were primarily given for medical or nutritional purpos-
es. In the herbals of that time, a typical ‘chapter’ about
a plant had an introduction, in which its appearance and
habitat were briefly described, so the plant could be
found and identified. But the main focus lay in the fol-
lowing sections that detailed the uses and benefits of the
plant. Hájek’s beer treatise, too, was such a case of
applied botany.

Hájek’s was not the first book about beer. Meibom,24

Tempír25 and Unger26 mention a few earlier works.27

Hájek himself refers to the German physician
Placotomus (Brettschneider),28 whose work he got to
know only after the completion of his own writing.29 All
these works are mainly centred on the time-honoured
question of the four-humours theory (see below);
whether beer had a ‘cold’or ‘warm’nature and what health
benefits it possessed.30 The question also interested
Hájek (see the extensive chapter 12 De viribus et facul-

tatibus Cerevisiarum in genere), but besides that he was
the first to draw attention to the technological require-
ments of the whole process of beer production. This was
not achieved again with the same detail and accuracy until
much later when another two Bohemians, Fischer and
Paupie, dealt separately with the subject (see below).31

Hájek’s book was entitled De cervisia, eiusque confi-

ciendi ratione, natura, viribus et facultatibus opusculum

- ‘A small work on beer, and its method of preparation,
nature, powers and faculties’.32 Most historical
overviews on brewing and hops, even those written by
Bohemian/Czech authors, for example Olbricht,33 fail
to include it and if he is mentioned, as by Teich,34 it
proves inadequate. De cervisia consists of 55 pages
(wrongly numbered from page 49 onward) divided into
14 chapters (on the content of each chapter, see
Basarová).35 There are two useful Czech translations,
although both are not free from deficiencies.36

Hájek had both general and personal reasons for writ-
ing the treatise. On the one level, he was reacting to a
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significant increase in brewing that occurred in 16th cen-
tury Bohemia. In 1517 brewing rights were extended
from towns and monasteries to the nobility, many of
whom erected breweries on their estates. Urban brew-
eries, which produced better but more expensive barley
beer, consequently suffered economically due to the
increase in competition.37 In his dedicatory letter,
addressed to William of Rosenberg, the influential
confidant of Emperor Rudolf II,38 Hájek alludes to this
situation with a pun when he states that ‘we see more
smoke rising from malt houses (maltaria) than from
altars (altaria)’39 - see Figure 2, showing a Bohemian
brewery (braxatorium) together with a fish pond from
the 17th century.

The personal reason for producing the treatise can be
found in its dedicatory letter.40 Hájek was asked for
guidance on beer brewing by Julius Alexandrinus, his
friend and colleague as an imperial personal physician,
who was writing a book on health entitled Salubrium

sive de sanitate tuenda.41 Hájek was happy to help
because the topic interested him,42 and he immersed
himself in the matter. He consulted maltsters and brew-
ers, watching them at their work and making notes.
However, Alexandrinus made little use of information
Hájek provided.43

The use of hops in Hájek’s times and the four-

humours theory

When studying the history of beer, we should not only
distinguish it from other alcoholic beverages but also
recognize that there are different kinds of beer. Of all
fermented beverages only beer contains malt sugar
derived from cereal starch.44 Consequently, beer has
been defined as any sort of maltose-based alcoholic
beverage.45 Regarding the different kinds of beer, it was
not before AD 1000 that hops were used on a larger
scale for brewing, which significantly distinguishes
the ancient cerevisia from the beverage we know
today.46 Beer in the modern sense can be defined as a
fermented aqueous beverage based on starch and
flavoured by hops.47

A great variety of herbs were added to beer in ancient
times, but not hops. Neither Egyptian nor Babylonian
beers contained hops48 and there is no evidence of
their use by Greeks and Romans until the 6th century
AD.49

After hops first appeared in the herbal of Hildegard von
Bingen’s 12th century, Liber de plantis, their basic
properties were much discussed, but with contradictory
attributions. While hops were commonly regarded as
‘warm and dry in the second degree’,50 they were rated
in other herbals as ‘cold and dry in the first degree’, as
in the Herbarius51 and by Brunfels.52 It was also the
case that the same authority was quoted, but for con-
trary attributes: according to Ortus sanitatis53 the
famous Persian physician Mesue (c.777-857) consid-
ered hops ‘warm and dry in the second degree’, while
another work claimed that he described hops as ‘cold
in the first degree’.54 Although there was little consen-
sus on the use of hops in detail,55 their healthy powers
were generally acknowledged throughout medieval
times - Ortus sanitatis56 recommended even wine to
be cooked and drunk with hops. Hájek himself57 con-
sidered hops as ‘warm and dry in the second degree’,
producing positive effects such as moderating the
harmful properties of the wort, allowing it to keep for
longer and being laxative, detergent and diuretic in its
medicinal effects.58

Based on linguistic analyses,59 it has been inferred that
the use of hops, although not necessarily for flavouring
beer, came to Europe from the Caucasus or the Ural-
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Figure 2: Brewery (‘Braxatorium’), from the frontispiece of

Christoph Fischer, Pars prima, decas georgica X. Prague

1679.



Altaic region at around the beginning of the Christian
Era.60 Hops were known in present-day France since at
least the 9th century,61 perhaps earlier,62 but it is the sec-
ond half of the 11th century which is usually recognized
as the time when they started to be commonly used for
brewing beer and a ‘new era’ of brewing began.63 From
the 13th century onward, hops slowly replaced rose-
mary, yarrow, coriander and bog myrtle as the most
common beer additives.64

In Bohemia, the first written evidence of beer with hops
(chmel in Czech) dates from 108865 and, by the 12th

century, they were widely cultivated in the region.66

Hops were also exported from Bohemia as early as
1101.67 They had to be cultivated because it was
believed that the wild plant lacked the preservative
properties of the cultivars.68 In Hájek’s times, hops were
grown in Bohemia as they are today, with poles
arranged in rows, while in England, for instance, the
poles were stuck in small mounds - see Figs.3, 4 and 5.
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Figure 3: Tripartite vedoute of the town of Klatovy and vicinity in the district of Plzen (Pilsen) (end of the right part cut off). In

the foreground extensive hop gardens can be seen. Drawing from Jan Willenberg (1571-1613), reproduced in Podlaha, A. and

Zahradník, I. (1901) Jana Willenbergera pohledy na mesta, hrady a památné stavby Království Ceského z pocátku XVII. století.
Prague.

Figure 4: Detailed view from figure 3 showing the poles and

trellises for growing hops.

Figure 5: Hop garden, from Scot, R. (1576) A perfite 
platforme of a hoppe garden. London, p.31.
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Although hops are not particular about the soil in which
they grow, their cultivation cannot occur anywhere (see
for instance Neve69 and Whitehead70 for problems in
England); however in most parts of Bohemia their cul-
tivation was easy. The area around Zatec (formerly
known under its German name Saaz) in the north-west
is still especially famous for its hops71 and the beer from
this area (Zacensis) was already praised by Hájek.72

Hájek’s description of adding hops and the

Renaissance herbal tradition

The brewing process can roughly be divided into five
main steps:73

1) malting: inducing germination of the grain (barley,
wheat)

2) mashing: soaking and heating the cracked grain
3) lautering: separating (rinsing off) the solids of the

mash to extract an intermediate product, the wort
4) hopping: adding hop flowers (cones) to the wort

and boiling the mixture
5) fermenting: starting fermentation by adding yeast

(in Hájek’s time, lees - faeces, sedimentum), thereby
converting the sugar in alcohol

All these steps are described in detail by Hájek. Malting
is described in chapter 3, mashing and lautering in chap-
ter 4,74 adding hops in chapters 5, 6 and 9 and, finally,
fermenting in chapter 10, where top-fermented wheat
beer in particular is analyzed.

Hájek provided the first ever account of the entire brew-
ing process. The only earlier text known is a fragment in
Greek (contained in a manuscript by the alchemist
Zosimus of Panopolis (4th century BC), but of an earli-
er origin) about the making of zythus (the Egyptian

the addition of hops, was not, of course, part of that
ancient recipe. A brief German text, entitled Wie man

ein Bier brawet, by Knaust76 did mention the introduc-
tion of hops, but though the basic steps of malting,
mashing and fermenting are clearly recognizable, really
instructive details are missing.

The following discussion focuses on step 4 of the
brewing process, the boiling of the wort with hops, but
first contemporary knowledge about hops and beer,
derived from early herbals, will be summarized in order
to highlight Hájek’s significance.

Although hops had been in use for making beer for
several centuries, the fact only gradually made its way
into herbals. The printed editions of the most popular
herbals of the 15th century, Macer floridus77 and Circa

instans78, omitted any mention of the plant. Even when
hops were referred to in books of the time - for exam-
ple, in Simon Januensis’s extensive Clavis sanationis,79

Konrad von Megenberg’s Das puech der natur,80

Herbarius81 or Ortus sanitatis82 - it is not in the context
of beer production.83 In the early 16th century the use of
hops for brewing begins to be mentioned occasional-
ly;84 Brunfels85 and Brunschwig,86 followed by
Dorsten,87 Fuchs88 and Dodonaeus89 state that this
occurs.

The first printed Czech herbal by Jan Cerný, which was
published in 1517,90 fails to mention the use of hops in
brewing beer, but in Hájek’s own work on the subject,91

which appeared some 45 years later, (see Fig. 6) they are
said to be ‘commonly known, for it is needed for beer’
(‘známý wssem / neb ho k Piwu potrebugij’). In all the
herbals just referred to hops are mentioned in the con-
text of their medical benefits. When Brunschwig,92 as
Hájek later on, remarked that the use of hops for mak-
ing beer was ‘gemenlich wol bekant’ (‘commonly well
known’), it may well have been true for physicians and
brewers, but it was not elaborated upon by herbalists,
nor were any technical details considered.

At the beginning of his treatise, Hájek states that cere-

visia ‘is artfully prepared by grain and hops’ (frumento

et lupulo artificiose conficitur).93 The addition of hops
is then described in chapter 5.94 The original Latin text
of this chapter is provided below, together with my
translation.

Hájek’s complex description with its bewildering
variety of vessels (altogether seven types with twelve
different designations) can again be reduced to five steps:
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Figure 6: Hops (Chmel) in Tadeáš Hájek, Herbarz: ginak Bylinár. Prague, p.386.



1. A portion of the wort is drained into a tub under-
neath a tun.

2. From there it is fed back into a cauldron and a
variable amount (chori) of hops is added.99

3. This mixture is simmered until the wort is nearly
consumed.

4. The main part of the wort is added to the remain-

ing hops and boiled again.
5. The brew is carefully cooled, depending on the

season.

In any case, Hájek’s description reveals that signifi-
cantly more devices were required for brewing than
depicted in a contemporary German woodcut (Fig. 7).
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De additione lupuli, qui dat formam Cerevisiae

Hactenus de absoluta cremoris polentacei praeparatione 

dictum esto: restat, ut reliquam partem persequamur, quae

consistit in additione lupuli et Cervisiae fermentatione.   

Excocto igitur cremore, eoque omni in cupam illam 

transfuso, aperto cupae epistomio, aliqua eius quantitas

defluere permittitur in subiectum alveum, indeque rursus

immittitur in ahenum: in quod iniiciuntur duo chori florum

lupi salictarii,95 ac lento igne friguntur ad consumptionem

fere infusi cremoris. Hic vero iterum vigilantem decet esse

Zythepsam, ut lupulum rite frigat, et non adurat; unde 

deinceps vel amaresceret Cervisia, vel fumum

empyreumaque redoleret. Deinde in illum lupulum 

frigatum, in ahenoque relictum, per adhibitum canalem 

tantum cremoris imponitur, quantum ahenum capere potest: 

permittiturque, ut aliquandiu effervescat, donec omnis

lupuli vis et facultas in ipsum cremorem fuerit translata.

Quod reliquum est Cremoris in cado, seu cupa, id omne per

saepe nominatum epistomium cadi demittitur in subiectum

alveum, ex eoque rursus transfunditur in alios cados. Quod

dum fit, interea Zythepsa insilit in dictu cadum cremore

iam vacuum, ac quisquilias polentaceas in eo relictas spatha

lignea subruit et invertit: inde mox cremorem lupulaceum

ex   aheno seu caldario scaphis auferri, et per calathos seu

corbes colatorios in reliquos cados seu tinas, in quas cremor 

polentaceus distributus fuit, transfundi et percolari mandat.

Cavendum autem hic est diligentissime, quando cremor ille

plures tinas seu dolia diffunditur, ne in eisdem perfrigescat

emoriaturque: quod potissimum hyberne tempore accidere

consuevit. Quare tempestive omnis ille cremor in unum

cadum colligi consuevit: aut, siquidem aestivum tempus est,

in varios cados diffunditur, asservaturque aliquantulo spacio

temporis, donec refrixerit.

On adding hops which give beer its shape

So much shall be said about the entire preparation of 

the malt juice96 (= wort); still lacking is to consider the 

remaining part, which concerns adding hops and fermenting

the beer. Now, when the juice is completely cooked and all 

of it poured into that tun, the bung of the tun is opened and 

a certain quantity of the juice is allowed to flow off into an

underlying tub, and from there it is run back to the brazen

cauldron, into which two chori97 of hops flowers are thrown

and roasted at a low heat until the juice that was poured in 

is almost consumed. Here the brewer98 must indeed be 

attentive again to roast the hops properly and not scorch

them, by which the beer would then get a bitter taste or 

smell of smoke and charring. Then to that roasted hops,

which is left in the cauldron, by means of a pipe as much 

of the juice is added as the cauldron can hold. It is left to 

bubble up for some time, until finally the whole force and

effect of hops is transferred into the juice itself.

All of the remainder of the juice in the vat or tun is 

discharged, through the bung of the vat often mentioned

before, in the underlying tub and transferred out of it again 

in other vats. While this happens, the brewer jumps in the 

aforementioned vat which is already free from sap, and digs

up and turns the malt remainders that are left in it with a

wooden scoop. A little later, he lets the hop juice be taken 

out of the cauldron or thermal vessel using buckets and

poured and sieved by means of baskets or filter basket into

the remaining vats and vessels, into which the malt juice 

was distributed. Here you must, however, be extremely 

careful to prevent the juice from freezing and dying in them

when it is poured into the many vessels or barrels, which 

usually happens most likely in winter. Therefore, the whole

juice is usually collected in due time in a single vat or, in 

the summertime, cast into various vats and stored for some

time, until it has cooled down.



In chapter 9 Hájek describes the reasons for adding
hops. He says: ‘The hop is something that gives beer its
shape and not only ensures that it is beer, but rather that

it is a good beer, durable and healthy for the drinker’.100

For Hájek, health meant (according to the benefits enu-
merated in his Herbarz)101 that flatulence induced by
the wort was attenuated by hops and obstructions of the
bowels were dissolved. Besides improving the taste and
aroma, hops were especially appreciated for increasing
the longevity of beer. A contemporary English source
stated that beer made with hops would keep for a month,
while unhopped ale had to be drunk within two
weeks.102

Hájek noticed the effects hops had on beer, but was
unable to know the physiological reasons why. The
bitterness of hops is due to the production of resins
containing alpha-acids or humulones and beta-acids or
lupulones in female inflorescence. The resin, observable
as fine yellow powder, is produced by so-called lupulin
glands (discovered by Ives in 1820, who also coined the
term),103 at the base of the bracts, deep within the hop
cone (arrowed in Fig. 8). These glands are unique to
Humulus.104 The resins together with some oils from
the cones are responsible for the sterilizing, preservative
and aromatic effects of hops.105 The characteristic bit-
terness of beer depends, in turn, on the hop variety.

Reception and new approaches

There is some evidence that Hájek’s treatise was both
read and put into practice in central Europe. Alsted,106

for example, reprinted in his encyclopaedia of science
Hájek’s treatise in its entirety, managing to compress it
to occupy surprisingly just seven pages. Schoockius,107

in his Liber de cervisia, likewise draws extensively on
Hájek.

In his treatise, Hájek mentions English ale (alla), which
was made without hops and therefore, in his eyes, was
less commendable.108 This did not go unnoticed in
England. An early 20th century British auction cata-
logue109 listed a copy of Hájek’s work, to which a
twelve page manuscript of the same era ‘in a contempo-
rary English hand’, containing recipes for making beer,
had been added. This is most likely the earliest evidence
of Hájek’s far-reaching reception.110

These are positive testimonies of the reception of
Hájek’s work abroad, but in his Bohemian home coun-
try the situation was different. Incredibly enough, there
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Figure 7: ‘Der Bierbreuwer’ (‘The beer brewer’), woodcut

from Jost Amman in Hans Sachs (1568) Eygentliche
Beschreibung aller Stände auff Erden. Frankfurt. The 

doggerel below the image reads: From barley I cook good

beer / thick, sweet and also in a bitter manner / in a large and

wide brew kettle / Into it I then throw the hops / and let the

decoction cool down properly in vats / With this I fill the 

barrels / which are well bound and sealed with pitch / then

the hop brew ferments and is prepared.



is - as to my knowledge - no evidence of any response
whatsoever. There are two obvious instances where a
reference to Hájek could have been expected, but this
did not occur. First, almost a century after the publica-
tion of De cervisia, Hájek’s compatriot Christoph
Fischer (Czech spelling Krištof Fisser or Fišer, 1611-
1680), a Jesuit and excellent economist, described
meticulously the process of beer brewing, including the
establishment of a hop garden (lupuletum).111 Hájek’s
treatise, for whatever reason, is mentioned nowhere. 

Second, another century later, Franz Andreas Paupie (in
Czech František Ondrej Poupe, 1753-1805), another
compatriot of Hájek, published an extensive work on

brewing in three parts (1794, second edition posthu-
mously 1820-1821) that surpassed most scholarly
examinations of beer making.112 Among others, Paupie
acquired enduring renown for employing the ther-
mometer as well as the hydrometer as standard tools in
the brewery.113 Yet, he also fails to mention Hájek’s
treatise.

In conclusion, it appears that despite the original nature
of Hájek’s work its significance has slipped from view.
More attention has been given to either the earliest
mention of hops or to the date when they were first
added to the beverage we now call beer - the specific
process of hopping beer has been somewhat overlooked.
The purpose of this article is to go some way to restor-
ing Hájek’s reputation as one of the first, if not the first,
scholars to desribe, in a technical manner, one of the
most important innovations in brewing.
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